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Project 3: Animated Spot 

Outline

For this assignment you will create a logo animation and an animated spot for a company or brand of your choosing. 

Part 1: Logo animation 
You have seen logo animations before; tv networks use them between shows, brands use them at the end of commercials, 
and video game consoles use them in game intro screens. These are just a few examples of their applications. You should 
select a brand that you have some interest in, because you will be working with that logo for the remainder of the semester. 

Part 2: Animated spot
Your animated spot can promote an event, release date, premiere, opening, tv series, movie premiere, product, service etc. 
The subject matter should be appropriate to the company. Your logo animation should appear either at the beginning or the 
end of your animated spot. Time: minimum 30 seconds. Sound: not required but encouraged.
 
Considerations

Your animation should reflect the overall personality of the company you are promoting–however, do not simply copy or re-
produce the style that the company may be using now. Remember that you are designing for a specific audience. What kind 
of visuals and/or sounds will appeal to that audience?
 
Deadlines

Thursday April 7	 have company selected, logo animation storyboards due (unmounted roughs)
Thursday April 14 storyboards for animated spot due (unmounted roughs)
Thursday April 28 rough critique of storyboards and animation in progress
May 5 final critique

Deliverables (final)

• Storyboards mounted on black board
• Process work: sketches (hand and digital)
• Finished animated spot with the logo animation at the beginning or end
• Digital file on disk

Criteria for grading

Research and Problem Solving: ability to generate ideas, familiarize yourself with the subject and explore possibilities. In-
cludes process sketches.
Concept: ability to conceptualize, quality of ideas, creativity, development and execution of individual brief within its speci-
fied limitations.
Craft: ability to visualize and execute concepts effectively, appropriate use of skills, media and technical knowledge.
Professionalism: ability to verbalize ideas (on one’s own work and the work of others), sense of responsibility, professionally 
oriented attitude. 


